PREFACE

to The Mathematica GuideBooks
Mathematica Concepts—Programming Examples—Scientific Applications

Bei mathematischen Operationen kann sogar eine gänzliche Entlastung des Kopfes eintreten, indem man einmal ausgeführte Zähloperationen mit Zeichen symbolisiert und, statt die Hirnfunktion auf Wiederholung schon ausgeführter Operationen zu verschwenden, sie für wichtiger Fälle aufspart.

When doing mathematics, instead of burdening the brain with the repetitive job of redoing numerical operations which have already been done before, it’s possible to save that brainpower for more important situations by using symbols, instead, to represent those numerical calculations.

Ernst Mach (1883) [45•]

Computer Mathematics and Mathematica

Computers were initially developed to expedite numerical calculations. A newer, and in the long run, very fruitful field is the manipulation of symbolic expressions. When these symbolic expressions represent mathematical entities, this field is generally called computer algebra [8•]. Computer algebra begins with relatively elementary operations, such as addition and multiplication of symbolic expressions, and includes such things as factorization of integers and polynomials, exact linear algebra, solution of systems of equations, and logical operations. It also includes analysis operations, such as definite and indefinite integration, the solution of linear and nonlinear ordinary and partial differential equations, series expansions, and residue calculations. Today, with computer algebra systems, it is possible to calculate in minutes or hours the results that would (and did) take years to accomplish by paper and pencil. One classic example is the calculation of the orbit of the moon, which took the French astronomer Delaunay 20 years [12•], [13•], [14•], [15•], [11•], [26•], [27•], [53•], [16•], [17•], [25•]. (The Mathematica GuideBooks cover the two other historic examples of calculations that, at the end of the 19th century, took researchers many years of hand calculations [1•], [4•], [38•] and literally thousands of pages of paper.)

Along with the ability to do symbolic calculations, four other ingredients of modern general-purpose computer algebra systems prove to be of critical importance for solving scientific problems:

- a powerful high-level programming language to formulate complicated problems
- programmable two- and three-dimensional graphics
- robust, adaptive numerical methods, including arbitrary precision and interval arithmetic
- the ability to numerically evaluate and symbolically deal with the classical orthogonal polynomials and special functions of mathematical physics.

The most widely used, complete, and advanced general-purpose computer algebra system is Mathematica. Mathematica provides a variety of capabilities such as graphics, numerics, symbolics, standardized interfaces to other programs, a complete electronic document-creation environment (including a full-fledged mathematical typesetting system), and a variety of import
and export capabilities. Most of these ingredients are necessary to coherently and exhaustively solve problems and model processes occurring in the natural sciences [41∗], [58∗], [21∗], [39∗] and other fields using constructive mathematics, and as well to properly represent the results. Consequently, Mathematica’s main areas of application are presently in the natural sciences, engineering, pure and applied mathematics, economics, finance, computer graphics, and computer science.

Mathematica is an ideal environment for doing general scientific and engineering calculations, for investigating and solving many different mathematically expressable problems, for visualizing them, and for writing notes, reports, and papers about them. Thus, Mathematica is an integrated computing environment, meaning it is what is also called a “problem-solving environment” [40∗], [23∗], [6∗], [48∗], [43∗], [50∗], [52∗].

Scope and Goals

The Mathematica GuideBook to Programming is the first in a series of four independent books whose main focus is to show how to solve scientific problems with Mathematica. Each book addresses one of the four ingredients to solve nontrivial and real-life mathematically formulated problems: programming, visualization, numerics, and symbols.

The four Mathematica GuideBooks discuss programming, two-dimensional and three-dimensional graphics, numerics, and symbols (including special functions). While the four books build on each other, each one is self-contained. Each book discusses the definition, use, and unique features of the corresponding Mathematica functions, gives small and large application examples with detailed references, and includes an extensive set of relevant exercises and solutions.

The GuideBooks have three primary goals:

∗ to give the reader a solid working knowledge of Mathematica
∗ to give the reader a detailed knowledge of key aspects of Mathematica needed to create the “best”, fastest, shortest, and most elegant solutions to problems from the natural sciences
∗ to convince the reader that working with Mathematica can be a quite fruitful, enlightening, and joyful way of cooperation between a computer and a human.

Realizing these goals is achieved by understanding the unifying design and philosophy behind the Mathematica system through discussing and solving numerous example-type problems. While a variety of mathematics and physics problems are discussed, the GuideBooks are not mathematics or physics books (from the point of view of content and rigor; no proofs are typically involved), but rather the author builds on Mathematica’s mathematical and scientific knowledge to explore, solve, and visualize a variety of applied problems.

The focus on solving problems implies a focus on the computational engine of Mathematica, the kernel—rather than on the user interface of Mathematica, the front end. (Nevertheless, for a nicer presentation inside the electronic version, various front end features are used, but are not discussed in depth.)

The Mathematica GuideBooks go far beyond the scope of a pure introduction into Mathematica. The books also present instructive implementations, explanations, and examples that are, for the most part, original. The books also discuss some “classical” Mathematica implementations, explanations, and examples, partially available only in the original literature referenced or from newsgroups threads.

In addition to introducing Mathematica, the GuideBooks serve as a guide for generating fairly complicated graphics and for solving more advanced problems using graphical, numerical, and symbolical techniques in cooperative ways. The emphasis is on the Mathematica part of the solution, but the author employs examples that are not uninteresting from a content point of view. After studying the GuideBooks, the reader will be able to solve new and old scientific, engineering, and recreational mathematics problems faster and more completely with the help of Mathematica—at least, this is the author’s goal. The author also hopes that the reader will enjoy using Mathematica for visualization of the results as much as the author does, as well as just studying Mathematica as a language on its own.
In the same way that computer algebra systems are not “proof machines” [46], [9], [37], [10], [54], [55], [56] such as might be used to establish the four-color theorem ([2], [22]), the Kepler [28], [19], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36] or the Robbins ([44], [20]) conjectures, proving theorems is not the central theme of the GuideBooks. However, powerful and general proof machines [9], [42], [49], [24], [3], founded on Mathematica’s general programming paradigms and its mathematical capabilities, have been built (one such system is Theorema [7]). And, in the GuideBooks, we occasionally prove one theorem or another theorem.

In general, the author’s aim is to present a realistic portrait of Mathematica: its use, its usefulness, and its strengths, including some current weak points and sometimes unexpected, but often nevertheless quite “thought through”, behavior. Mathematica is not a universal tool to solve arbitrary problems which can be formulated mathematically—only a fraction of all mathematical problems can even be formulated in such a way to be efficiently expressed today in a way understandable to a computer. Rather, it is often necessary to do a certain amount of programming and occasionally give Mathematica some “help” instead of simply calling a single function like Solve to solve a system of equations. Because this will almost always be the case for “real-life” problems, we do not restrict ourselves only to “textbook” examples, where all goes smoothly without unexpected problems and obstacles. The reader will see that by employing Mathematica’s programming, numeric, symbolic, and graphic power, Mathematica can offer more effective, complete, straightforward, reusable, and less likely erroneous solution methods for calculations than paper and pencil, or numerical programming languages.

Although the Guidebooks are large books, it is Nevertheless impossible to discuss all of the 2,000+ built-in Mathematica commands. So, some simple as well as some more complicated commands have been omitted. For a full overview about Mathematica’s capabilities, it is necessary to study The Mathematica Book [60] in detail. The commands discussed in the Guidebooks are those that an engineer or scientist needs for solving typical problems, if such a thing exists [18]. These subjects include a quite detailed discussion of the structure of Mathematica expressions, Mathematica input and output (important for the human–Mathematica interaction), graphics, numerical calculations, and calculations from classical analysis. Also, emphasis is given to the powerful algebraic manipulation functions. Interestingly, they frequently allow one to solve analysis problems in an algorithmic way [5]. These functions are typically not so well known because they are not taught in classical engineering or physics-mathematics courses, but with the advance of computers doing symbolic mathematics, their importance increases [47].

■ A thorough knowledge of the:
  ■ types and syntax of expressions
  ■ formation and dissection of expressions
  ■ order and evaluation of expressions
  ■ arguments, attributes, and options of functions
  ■ key functions for procedural, rule-based, and functional programming
  ■ lists as universal containers and basic linear algebra objects

is a prerequisite for an efficient and successful use of Mathematica and its mathematical capabilities to solve problems. The Mathematica GuideBook to Programming discusses these subjects.

■ A thorough knowledge of the:
  ■ graphics types
  ■ graphics directives and primitives
  ■ functions for two-dimensional, three-dimensional, contour, and density plots
  ■ options determining the appearance of graphics
  ■ structure of graphics objects

is essential for the creation of visualization and is frequently an efficient and invaluable tool to support mathematical problem-solving activities. The Mathematica GuideBook to Graphics discusses these subjects.

■ A thorough knowledge of the:
  ■ machine and high-precision numbers, packed arrays, and intervals
  ■ machine, high-precision, and interval arithmetic
- process of compilation, its advantages and limits
- main operations of numerical analysis, such as equation solving, minimization, summation
- numerical solution of ordinary and partial differential equations

is needed for virtually any nontrivial numeric calculation and frequently also in symbolic computations. *The Mathematica GuideBook to Numerics* discusses these subjects.

- A thorough knowledge of the:
  - structural operations on polynomials, rational functions, and trigonometric functions
  - algebraic operations on polynomial equations and inequalities
  - process of compilation, its advantages and limits
  - main operations of calculus—univariate and multivariate differentiation and integration
  - solution of ordinary and partial differential equations

is needed to put the heart of Mathematica—its symbolic capabilities—efficiently and successfully to work in the solution of model and real-life problems. *The Mathematica GuideBooks to Symbolics* discusses these subjects.
Content Overview

The Programming Volume

The Mathematica GuideBook to Programming has six chapters. Each chapter is subdivided into sections (which have occasionally subsections), exercises, solutions to the exercises, and references.

Chapter 1 is an overall introduction to Mathematica. It gives an outline of Mathematica’s syntax, its programming, graphic, numeric, and symbolic capabilities, and shows how these capabilities naturally work together. This chapter contains a sampler of smaller examples that are discussed throughout the four GuideBooks.

The five subsequent chapters deal with the structure of Mathematica expressions and with Mathematica as a programming language. This includes the hierarchical construction of all Mathematica objects from symbolic expressions (all of the form head[argument]), the ultimate building blocks of expressions (which are numbers, symbols, and strings), the definition of functions, rule applications, the recognition of patterns and their efficient application, program flows and program structure, the manipulation of lists (which are the universal containers for Mathematica expressions of all kinds), and a number of topics specific to the Mathematica programming language. Its powerful functional programming constructs are covered in great detail.

Chapter 2 discusses the basic structure of Mathematica expressions, the uniform recursive way to build them, and how to analyze expressions. To have a minimal working set of mathematical functions, we discuss the basic arithmetic operations, as well as the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions and their inverses. Emphasis is given to the branch cut structure of compositions and of inverse functions in Mathematica. This is an important area where paper and pencil calculations deviate from computer mathematics-calculations. In addition, the basics of machine and high-precision numericalization of expressions are discussed.

Chapter 3 introduces patterns, immediate and delayed function definitions, attributes of functions (representing such properties as commutativity and associativity), and functions within the λ-calculus.

Chapter 4 deals with Mathematica as a programming system and its evaluation semantics. The various scoping constructs are analyzed and compared in detail. The evaluation order of expressions is explained carefully.

Chapter 5 discusses advanced patterns and rule-based programming. We also review Boolean expressions and give a larger set of examples showing how the powerful paradigm of rule-based programming can be used for short and elegant solutions of various problems.

Chapter 6 discusses lists and operations to manipulate them. Because vectors and matrices are represented as lists in Mathematica, linear algebra functions are also discussed. The possibility of manipulating lists as whole entities allows for very concise and effective programs. The last section analyzes a number of Mathematica programming examples in order to determine the top ten Mathematica commands. (Note that the GuideBooks use the terms ‘command’ and ‘function’ interchangeably.)

The Appendix contains some general references regarding algorithms and applications of computer algebra and Mathematica.

The Mathematica GuideBook to Programming deals mostly with Mathematica-related issues. General programming issues, not specific to Mathematica, such as data structures, program flows, etc., and mathematics and physics applications is only touched on occasionally.
The Graphics Volume

The *Mathematica GuideBook to Graphics* has three chapters. Each chapter is subdivided into sections (which have occasionally subsections), exercises, solutions to the exercises, and references.

This volume deals with two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) graphics. The chapters give a detailed treatment of how to create images from graphics primitives, such as points, lines, and polygons. This volume also covers the issue of graphically displaying functions given either in analytical or in discrete form. We also reconstruct a number of images from the *Mathematica* Graphics Gallery. The author hopes that the reader will find *Mathematica* graphics interesting and worth learning. With some imagination, and by putting the universality of *Mathematica*’s programming language *Mathematica*’s mathematical knowledge/algorithms to work, it is possible to create an unlimited (in number and complexity) variety of meaningful as well as aesthetically pleasing images (including artistic ones) that are virtually impossible to generate in other programming or graphics systems. Also discussed is the generation of scientific visualizations of functions, formulae, and algorithms.

*Mathematica*’s 3D rendering system is geared toward scientific visualization, not photorealistic rendering. Therefore this volume concentrates on the primitives forming a graphics-object rather than on texturing surfaces. Because all graphics primitives are *Mathematica* expressions and even rendered pictures can be converted into *Mathematica* expressions, it is possible to create stunning visualizations from pure mathematics or the natural sciences topics. Further, the use of *Mathematica*’s graphics capabilities provides a very efficient and instructive way to learn how to deal with structures arising in solving complicated problems.

Chapter 1 starts with 2D graphics. After examining graphics primitives and options, the plotting functions are discussed. We devote ten subsections to the construction of various iterative graphics. One larger section deals with the implementation, testing, and application of a more complex graphics problem. This chapter also introduces animations.

Chapter 2 deals with 3D graphics. After discussing the 3D graphics primitives, options, and plotting functions, ten subsections are devoted to the construction of a variety of more complicated graphics. A larger section deals with the construction and visualization of 3D Brillouin zones, a family of complicated polyhedra of relevance to physics and material science.

Chapter 3 covers the subject of contour and density plots. Because of the practical importance of equipotential surfaces, a relatively large section is devoted to 3D contour plots. In this volume, not too much mathematics is used, but the focus is on graphics.

*Mathematica* graphics are *Mathematica* expressions, allowing one to manipulate them in many ways. This book gives many examples making use of the powerful concept of symbolic expressions. But this volume is not a treatise on computational geometry. In most cases, we focus on a clear, straightforward *Mathematica* implementation instead of on finding an implementation with the lowest algorithmic complexity.
The Numerics Volume

The Mathematica GuideBook to Numerics has two chapters. Each chapter is subdivided into sections (which have occasionally subsections), exercises, solutions to the exercises, and references.

This volume deals with Mathematica’s numerical mathematics capabilities, the indispensable tools for dealing with virtually any “real life” problem. Fast machine, exact integer, and rational and verified high-precision arithmetic is applied to a large number of examples in the main text and in the solutions to the exercises.

Chapter 1 deals with numerical calculations, which are important for virtually all Mathematica users. This volume starts with calculations involving real and complex numbers with an “arbitrary” number of digits. (Well, not really an "arbitrary" number of digits, but on present-day computers, many calculations involving a few million digits are easily feasible.). Then follows a discussion of significance arithmetic, which automatically keeps track of the digits which are correct in calculations with high-precision numbers. Also discussed is the use of interval arithmetic. (Despite being slow, exact and/or inexact, interval arithmetic allows one to carry out validated numerical calculations.) The next important subject is the (pseudo)compilation of Mathematica code. Because Mathematica is an interpreted language that allows for "unforeseeable" actions and arbitrary side effects at runtime of Mathematica code, it generally cannot be compiled. Strictly numerical calculations can, of course, be compiled.

Then, the main numerical functions are discussed: interpolation, Fourier transforms, numerical summation and integration, solution of equations (root finding), minimization of functions, and the solution of ordinary and partial differential equations. To illustrate Mathematica’s differential equation solving capabilities, a larger amount of well-known ODEs and PDEs is discussed. Many medium-sized examples are given for the various numerical procedures. In addition, Mathematica is used to monitor and visualize various numerical algorithms.

The main part of Chapter 1 culminates with two larger applications, the construction of Riemann surfaces of algebraic functions and the visualization of electric and magnetic field lines of some more complicated two- and three-dimensional charge and current distributions. A large, diverse set of exercises and detailed solutions ends the first chapter.

Chapter 2 deals with exact integer calculations and integer-valued functions while concentrating on topics that are important in classical analysis. Number theory functions and modular polynomial functions, currently little used in most natural science applications, are intentionally given less detailed treatment. While some of the functions of this chapter have analytic continuations to complex arguments and could so be considered as belonging to Chapter 3 of the Symbolics volume, emphasis is given to their combinatorial use in this chapter.

This volume explains and demonstrates the use of the numerical functions of Mathematica. It only rarely discusses the underlying numerical algorithms themselves. But occasionally Mathematica is used to monitor how the algorithms work and progress.
The Symbolics Volume

The Mathematica GuideBook to Symbolics has three chapters. Each chapter is subdivided into sections (which have occasionally subsections), exercises, solutions to the exercises, and references.

This fourth and last volume of the GuideBooks deals with Mathematica’s symbolic mathematical capabilities—the real heart of Mathematica and the ingredient of the Mathematica software system that makes it so unique and powerful. In addition, this volume discusses and employs the classical orthogonal polynomials and special functions of mathematical physics. To demonstrate the symbolic mathematics power, a variety of problems from mathematics and physics are discussed.

Chapter 1 starts with a discussion of the algebraic functions needed to carry out analysis problems effectively. Contrary to classical science/engineering mathematics education, using a computer algebra system makes it often a good idea to rephrase a problem—including when it is from analysis—in a polynomial way to allow for powerful algorithmic treatments. Gröbner bases play a central role in accomplishing this task. This volume discusses in detail the main functions to deal with structural operations on polynomials, polynomial equations and inequalities, and expressions containing quantified variables. Rational functions and expressions containing trigonometric functions are dealt with next.

Then the central problems of classical analysis—differentiation, integration, summation, series expansion, and limits—are discussed in detail. The symbolic solution of ordinary and partial differential equations is demonstrated in many examples.

As always, a variety of examples show how to employ the discussed functions in various mathematics or physics problems. The Symbolics volume emphasizes the main uses and discuss the specialities of these operations inside a computer algebra system, as compared to a “manual” calculation. Then, generalized functions and Fourier and Laplace transforms are discussed. The main part of the chapter culminates with three examples of larger symbolic calculations, two of them being classic problems. This chapter has more than 150 exercises and solutions treating a variety of symbolic computation examples from the sciences.

Chapters 2 and 3 discuss classical orthogonal polynomials and the special functions of mathematical physics. Because this volume is not a treatise on special functions, it is restricted to selected function groups and present only their basic properties, associated differential equations, normalizations, series expansions, verification of various special cases, etc. The availability of nearly all of the special functions of mathematical physics for all possible arbitrary complex parameters opens new possibilities for the user, e.g., the use of closed formulas for the Green’s functions of commonly occurring partial differential equations or for “experimental mathematics”. These chapters focus on the use of the special functions in a number of physics-related applications in the text as well as in the exercises. The larger examples deal with are the quartic oscillator in the harmonic oscillator basis and the implementation of Felix Klein’s method to solve quintic polynomials in Gauss hypergeometric functions \( _3F_1 \).

The Symbolics volume employs the built-in symbolic mathematics in a variety of examples. However, the underlying algorithms themselves are not discussed. Many of them are mathematically advanced and outside of the scope of the GuideBooks.

Throughout the Symbolics volume, the programming and graphics experience acquired in the first two volumes is used to visualize various mathematics and physics topics.
The Books and the Accompanying DVDs

The GuideBooks come with a multiplatform DVDs. Each DVD contains the fourteen main notebooks, the hyperlinked table of contents and index, a navigation palette, and some utility notebooks and files. All notebooks are tailored for Mathematica 4 and are compatible with Mathematica 5. Each of the main notebooks corresponds to a chapter from the printed books. The notebooks have the look and feel of a printed book, containing structured units, typeset formulas, Mathematica code, and complete solutions to all exercises. The DVD contains the fully evaluated notebooks corresponding to the chapters of the corresponding printed book (meaning these notebooks have text, inputs, outputs and graphics). The DVD also includes the unevaluated versions of the notebooks of the other three GuideBooks (meaning they contain all text and Mathematica code, but no outputs and graphics).

Although the Mathematica GuideBooks are printed, Mathematica is “a system for doing mathematics by computer” [59]. This was the lovely tagline of earlier versions of Mathematica, but because of its growing breadth (like data import, export and handling, operating system-independent file system operations, electronic publishing capabilities, web connectivity), nowadays Mathematica is called a “system for technical computing”. The original tagline (that is more than ever valid today!) emphasized two points: doing mathematics and doing it on a computer. The approach and content of the GuideBooks are fully in the spirit of the original tagline: They are centered around doing mathematics. The second point of the tagline expresses that an electronic version of the GuideBooks is the more natural medium for Mathematica-related material. Long outputs returned by Mathematica, sequences of animations, thousands of web-retrievable references, a 10,000-entry hyperlinked index (that points more precisely than a printed index does) are space-consuming, and therefore not well suited for the printed book. As an interactive program, Mathematica is best learned, used, challenged, and enjoyed while sitting in front of a powerful computer (or by having a remote kernel connection to a powerful computer).

In addition to simply showing the printed book’s text, the notebooks allow the reader to:
- experiment with, reuse, adapt, and extend functions and code
- investigate parameter dependencies
- annotate text, code, and formulas
- view graphics in color
- run animations.

The Accompanying Web Site

Why does a printed book need a home page? There are (in addition to being just trendy) two reasons for a printed book to have its fingerprints on the web. The first is for (Mathematica) users who have not seen the book so far. Having an outline and content sample on the web is easily accomplished, and shows the look and feel of the notebooks (including some animations). This is something that a printed book actually cannot do. The second reason is for readers of the book: Mathematica is a large modern software system. As such, it ages quickly in the sense that in the timescale of 101 small snail months, a new version will likely be available. The overwhelmingly large majority of Mathematica functions and programs will run unchanged in a new version. But occasionally, changes and adaptions might be needed. To accommodate this, the web site of this book—http://www.mathematicaGuideBooks.org—contains a list of changes relevant to the GuideBooks. In addition, like any larger software project, unavoidably, the GuideBooks will contain suboptimal implementations, mistakes, omissions, imperfections, and errors. As they come to his attention, the author will list them at the book’s web site. Updates to references, corrections [51], additional exercises and solutions, improved code segments, and other relevant information will be on the web site as well. Also, information about OS-dependent and Mathematica version-related changes of the given Mathematica code will be available there.
Evolution of the Mathematica GuideBooks

A few words about the history and the original purpose of the GuideBooks: They started from lecture notes of an Introductory Course in Mathematica 2 and an advanced course on the Efficient Use of the Mathematica Programming System, given in 1991/1992 at the Technical University of Ilmenau, Germany. Since then, after each release of a new version of Mathematica, the material has been updated to incorporate additional functionality. This electronic/printed publication contains text, unique graphics, editable formulas, runnable, and modifiable programs, all made possible by the electronic publishing capabilities of Mathematica. However, because the structure, functions and examples of the original lecture notes have been kept, an abbreviated form of the GuideBooks is still suitable for courses.

Since 1992 the manuscript has grown in size from 1,600 pages to more than three times its original length, finally “weighing in” at nearly 5,000 printed book pages with more than:

- 10 gigabytes of accompanying Mathematica notebooks
- 20,000 Mathematica inputs with more than 10,000 code comments
- 9,000 references
- 4,000 graphics
- 1,000 fully solved exercises
- 100 animations.

This first edition of this book is the result of more than ten years of writing and daily work with Mathematica. In these years, Mathematica gained hundreds of functions with increased functionality and power. A modern year-2004 computer equipped with Mathematica represents a computational power available only a few years ago to a select number of people [57] and allows one to carry out recreational or new computations and visualizations—unlimited in nature, scope, and complexity—quickly and easily. Over the years the author has learned a lot of Mathematica and its current and potential applications, and has had a lot of fun, enlightening moments and satisfaction applying Mathematica to a variety of research and recreational areas, especially graphics. The author hopes the reader will have a similar experience.
Disclaimer

In addition to the usual disclaimer that neither the author nor the publisher guarantees the correctness of any formula, fitness, or reliability of any of the code pieces given in this book, another remark should be made. No guarantee is given that running the Mathematica code shown in the GuideBooks will give identical results to the printed ones. On the contrary, taking into account that Mathematica is a large and complicated software system which evolves with each released version, running the code with another version of Mathematica (or sometimes even on another operating system) will very likely result in different outputs for some inputs. And, as a consequence, if different outputs are generated early in a longer calculation, some functions might hang or return useless results.

The interpretations of Mathematica commands, their descriptions, and uses belong solely to the author. They are not claimed, supported, validated, or enforced by Wolfram Research. The reader will find that the author’s view on Mathematica deviates sometimes considerably from those found in other books. The author’s view is more on the formal than on the pragmatic side. The author does not hold the opinion that any Mathematica input has to have an immediate semantic meaning. Mathematica is an extremely rich system, especially from the language point of view. It is instructive, interesting, and fun to study the behavior of built-in Mathematica functions when called with a variety of arguments (like unevaluated, hold, including undercover zeros, etc.). It is the author’s strong belief that doing this and being able to explain the observed behavior will be, in the long term, very fruitful for the reader because it develops the ability to recognize the uniformity of the principles underlying Mathematica and to make constructive, imaginative, and effective use of this uniformity. Also, some exercises ask the reader to investigate certain “unusual” inputs.

From time to time, the author makes use of undocumented features and/or functions from the Developer` and Experimental` contexts (in later versions of Mathematica these functions could exist in the System` context or could have different names). However, some such functions might no longer be supported or even exist in later versions of Mathematica.
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